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Abstract

The OASIS coupling library has recently received improvements to better estimate the load

imbalance that a concurrent running of separate executable files can produce.  The full

timeline of all OASIS related events, for each of the allocated resources, is now available in

netCDF  format.  A  Python  script  is  developed  to  visualise  this  timeline, thanks  to  the

matplotlib package. Its native zoom function facilitates the identification of possible

bottlenecks  of  the  coupling. This  document  provides  a  short  description  of  the  script

functions and a user guide.
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1- Tool description

1.1- Principle

The increasing parallelism of the supercomputers in use in the climate modelling community

necessarily imposes to adapt our codes and tools. Any operation that can be processed in

parallel must be coded accordingly. In that perspective, a coupler or a coupling framework is

a useful tool, that allows the concurrent running of models (coupled components) in coupled

systems such as ESMs, e.g. [1]. An efficient use of the allocated computing resources supposes

the harmonisation of the components speed. This operation, called load balancing, is often

neglected, either because of the apparent resource abundance and practical difficulties. The

first barrier must be jumped by people better informed of the resource cost and rarefaction

[2,3]. The second issue is addressed for the OASIS coupling library [4] users, since 2014 [5].

Recent improvements [6] lead to produce the full timeline of all OASIS related events, in any

of the allocated resources. This timeline provides the comprehensive description of most of

the operations related to the coupling,  so that any simulation slow down in link with the use of

the OASIS library can be identified. The huge amount of information displayed requires an

efficient visualisation tool [7]. In particular, this visualisation must offer a zoom functionality, to

be able to precisely identify interesting events among the mass of the others. For that reason,

the matplotlib [8] Python tool is preferred to software such as FERRET [9]. 

1.2- Input

If  the load balance tracing option is enabled (through  namcouple parameter), the OASIS

library produces timelines in  netCDF files.  We call  timeline a temporal sequence of events

occurring during a  coupled simulation. The events  can  be  common to  all  processes  and

independent of the field exchanges: 

• MPI partitioning description (PART)

• Coupling  definition  phase,  including  interpolation  weights  and  addresses

computations (ENDF)

• Termination (TERM)

Events also occur in the time loop, and are related to a field exchange:

• sending (PUT)

• receiving (GET)

• mapping and interpolation (MAP)

• output on file (OUT)

• reading on file (READ)

• restart writing (RST), when partial coupling time step are required (TRN)

One timeline file is  produced per  coupled component. Each file includes variables which

describe:

• the  clock  time  when  starts  and  stops  any  event  (nx)  on  any  MPI  process  (ny)  -

timer_strt & timer_stop -, 

• the kind of each event – kind(nx) -, 



• the ID of the exchanged field - field(nx)- and 

• the ID of the component which exchanges the coupled field - component(nx) - 

1.3- Implementation

The proposed Python script only relies on three specific libraries: 
• matplotlib,

• netCDF4,to read the format of the timeline produced by OASIS

• json, to easily configure the visualisation or
• yaml

Each coupling event is plotted with a coloured rectangle. Their x-coordinates are given by the

start and stop clock measurement, their y-coordinate by the MPI rank of the process. Only

coupling related events are plotted. White areas represent non coupling computing instants,

i.e. periods when models are performing their own operations.

The visualisation can by done via the matplotlib graphical interface and/or on graphical

format file. Several graphical format are available. The PDF vector format also allows zooming

over region of interest. To facilitate the printing of the file content, the plot size corresponds to

an A4 fold.

A default graphical palette [10] is defined to facilitate the reading to color blind users [11].

However,  one could specify its preferred colormap.

To plot the figures takes up to several minutes when tens of million events are involved. If the

visualisation interface is not wished by the user (plot in file only), the X11 server will not be

called. This option speeds up the processing, and allows to use the script on terminal only

machines. To further speed up the data processing, it can be done on a subset of the event, by

defining time boundaries.

2- User guide

2.1- Install

An appropriate Python3 library and environment is necessary to launch our script. The 3.7.9

version was tested successfully on a legacy Intel Harpertown desktop, but an older v3 should

match. The previously cited libraries1 are also mandatory. You have to indicate as argument the

name of the json (or yaml) parameter file described in the next chapter :

> pyLucia.py lucia.yaml
or
> pyLucia.py lucia.json

after defining the appropriate paths.

1 NetCDF4 , json , sys, os , time , numpy, math, matplotlib



2.2- Parameters

The json configuration file (an example is given in Appendix 1) includes several mandatory or

optional  objects. They define the workflow of our visualisation, and information that is not

included in  the OASIS  netCDF input file but must appear in the visualisation to label  (or

design) the plotted timeline.  Optionally, the same information can be described in a  yaml

format configuration file (see Appendix 2 for example)

Components

The files describing the timelines of the coupled system must be named. A model name must

be  added  to  fully  describe  the  input  information.   User  must  declare  one  sub-object

(file,name) per component.

Fields

Coupling  field  are  identified  in  OASIS  by  numerical  or  alphanumerical  IDs.  For  a  non

ambiguous naming, it is required to the user to explicitly provide the coupling field names in

this json/yaml object.  Fields must be named following the OASIS namcouple sequence.

Rendering

One may choose to visualise the timeline through the matplotlib GUI visualisation tool. In

this case, the Display sub-object must be set to true. In case of plotting the graphics in file,

the File sub-object value must be set to the name of the output file. Extension in the name

defines the file format. Joint visualisation at screen and writing on file is possible. As an option,

boundaries of the event rectangles can be plotted. This option (EventsBounds sub-object)

can  clarify  the  event  sequence  when  several  events  of  the  same

kind/field/counterpart_component  follow  one  another.  The  Palette option  allows  to

choose among the matplotlib built-in colormaps.

Plots

Up to three graphic can be displayed in the same plot. For that, the user will set to true the

Kind, Field or Component sub-object, depending on the netCDF variable(s) it would like

to see.

TimeRange

To reduce the timeline along the x-axis (time), a fraction (  minFrac/maxFrac ) or a time

window  in  second  (  minTime,maxTime  )  of  the  full  timeline  can  be  defined. If  both

fractions and time bounds are prescribed, only fractions are taken into account.



2.3- Graphical interface

A  call  to  the  matplotlib.pyplot.show command at  the  end of  the  script  opens  an

interactive window. An example of timeline visualisation with this GUI is shown in Figure 1.  The

belonging of resources to each component is delimited by dashed black lines. Zooms and

movements  in  plots  are possible  via  push buttons. The zoomed figure can be saved into

graphical format files. The mouse cursor is configured to display its position (time/resource

number) and the name associated to the designated rectangle (kind, field or component). The

local communicator MPI rank and the name of the component are also shown.

Figure 1: Example of GUI visualisation of kind, coupling field and component counterpart in

timelines of three coupled components
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Appendix 1: json configuration file example

{ 
    "Components":[ 
        {"Name":"Ocean", 
         "File":"timeline_oce.nc"}, 
        {"Name":"Atmo", 
         "File":"timeline_atm.nc"}, 
        {"Name":"IOserver", 
         "File":"timeline_ios.nc"} 
    ], 
    "Plots":{ 
        "Kind" : true, 
        "Field": true, 
        "Component": true 
    }, 
    "TimeRange":{ 
        "minFrac":0.25, 
        "maxFrac":0.5, 
        "minTime":20, 
        "maxTime":145 
    }, 
    "Rendering":{ 
        "Display": true, 
        "File":"Lucia.jpg", 
        "EventsBounds": false ,
        "Palette":"tab10"
    }, 
    "Fields":["Heat","Rain","Love"] 
} 



Appendix 2: yaml configuration file example

--- 
Components: 
- Name: Ocean 
  File: timeline_oce.nc 
- Name: Atmos 
  File: timeline_atm.nc 
- Name: IOserver 
  File: timeline_ios.nc 
Plots: 
  Kind: True 
  Field: True 
  Component: True 
#TimeRange: 
#  minFrac: 0.25 
#  maxFrac: 0.5 
#  minTime: 20 
#  maxTime: 145 
Rendering: 
  Display: True 
  File: Lucia.jpg
  EventsBounds: False 
  Palette:tab10
Fields: 
- Heat 
- Rain 
- Love 



Appendix 3: An OASIS timeline plot using matplotlib
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